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Simple Summary: Measurable residual disease (MRD), taken as the percentage of white blood cells
in acute myeloid leukemia, has important prognostic value, but false negatives and false positives
can occur. Immature populations make up the most important part of MRD (now referred to as
WBC-MRD). We explored the influence on prognostic impact of the two compartments of WBCMRD: (1) the AML part of the total primitive/progenitor (CD34+, CD117+, CD133+) compartment
(primitive marker MRD; PM-MRD) and (2) the total progenitor compartment (as % of WBC, PM%).
Both are related as follows: WBC-MRD = PM-MRD × PM%. In the HOVON/SAKK study (H102;
n = 300), using two objectively assessed cut-off points (2.34% and 10%), PM-MRD was found to
be prognostically more discriminative than WBC-MRD. The PM% parameter had no prognostic
impact and, moreover, resulted in WBC-MRD false positives/false negatives. Highly important for
present clinical practice is the identification of a PM-MRD ≥ 10% but MRDnegative (MRD < 0.1, ELN
consensus) poor prognosis subgroup. This suggests that a residual disease analysis using PM-MRD
should be conducted.
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Abstract: Measurable residual disease (MRD) in AML, assessed by multicolor flow cytometry, is an
important prognostic factor. Progenitors are key populations in defining MRD, and cases of MRD involving
these progenitors are calculated as percentage of WBC and referred to as white blood cell MRD (WBC-MRD).
Two main compartments of WBC-MRD can be defined: (1) the AML part of the total primitive/progenitor
(CD34+, CD117+, CD133+) compartment (referred to as primitive marker MRD; PM-MRD) and (2) the
total progenitor compartment (% of WBC, referred to as PM%), which is the main quantitative determinant
of WBC-MRD. Both are related as follows: WBC-MRD = PM-MRD × PM%. We explored the relative
contribution of each parameter to the prognostic impact. In the HOVON/SAKK study H102 (300 patients),
based on two objectively assessed cut-off points (2.34% and 10%), PM-MRD was found to offer an
independent prognostic parameter that was able to identify three patient groups with different prognoses
with larger discriminative power than WBC-MRD. In line with this, the PM% parameter itself showed
no prognostic impact, implying that the prognostic impact of WBC-MRD results from the PM-MRD
parameter it contains. Moreover, the presence of the PM% parameter in WBC-MRD may cause WBCMRD false positivity and WBC-MRD false negativity. For the latter, at present, it is clinically relevant
that PM-MRD ≥ 10% identifies a patient sub-group with a poor prognosis that is currently classified as
good prognosis MRDnegative using the European LeukemiaNet 0.1% consensus MRD cut-off value. These
observations suggest that residual disease analysis using PM-MRD should be conducted.
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1. Introduction
In the treatment of acute myeloid leukemia (AML), the assessment of measurable
residual disease (MRD) is of high importance. Nowadays, MRD is assessed with molecular methods (PCR and next-generation sequencing [1–4]), and for the majority of cases,
multicolor flow cytometry (MFC), which has been found to have high prognostic value for
disease outcomes in many studies [5–15]. MFC-MRD is classically defined as the number
of cells with a leukemic associated immunophenotype (LAIP), usually expressed as the
percentage of the complete white blood cell (WBC) population. European LeukemiaNet
(ELN) recommendations define MRD positivity as ≥0.1% LAIP+ cells/WBC [12]. Apart
from the approach that uses LAIPs established at the time of diagnosis, ELN promotes the
so-called difference from normal approach, which assesses aberrant differentiation bone
marrow patterns, with subsequent quantification of aberrancies or no quantification (“any
MRD is MRD positive”) [16,17].
While MFC is the major method used to assess MRD, variation among laboratories
is high [18], and several attempts have been made to improve harmonization [19–21].
Therefore, there is a need for harmonization and, wherever possible, standardization of
assays. Whereas standardization for sample acquisition, shipment, and storage can be
achieved by strict rules [22–25], standardization in the analysis and reporting of MRD
remains a challenge [12].
A major criticism of MFC-MRD is that it is relatively subjective, since it requires extensive knowledge of normal bone marrow (NBM) differentiation patterns [12]. In addition,
the background of LAIP antigens on normal cells may lead to low LAIP specificity and
therefore low sensitivity in the detection of specific, i.e., AML defining, LAIPs [26–28]. This
is especially important at lower MRD levels, where background levels may approach patient MRD levels. It also has to be emphasized that LAIPs may change during/after therapy,
resulting in the disappearance of populations or emergence of new populations [29–31].
Recently, we postulated an alternative MRD approach that has the potential to simplify
or better standardize MFC-MRD [26], because it allows one to quantitatively and more objectively assess MRD. It is known that CD34-positive, CD117-positive, and CD133-positive
leukemia compartments contain normal progenitors and leukemia initiating and propagating cells [32–34]. We hypothesized that the relative contribution of AML progenitors
within the total progenitor compartment (AML + normal) may be equally informative for
relapse initiation as the total leukemic load, which, in turn, represents all aberrant cells and
is usually expressed as percentage of WBC. If non-dividing more mature cells are included,
this is referred to as MFC-MRD, and when only progenitors are included, it is referred to
as WBC-MRD. Indications for a prognostic impact of AML progenitors among the total
progenitor compartment were previously reported in a small study [35].
In this paper we show that, for WBC-MRD, it may not be the total tumor load (WBCMRD%) that has the main prognostic impact on AML, but rather, the contribution of
the AML progenitor part of the total progenitor population (referred to in this paper as
the primitive marker MRD; PM-MRD). Moreover, we identify a factor that is not only
superfluous but may even abrogate the prognostic impact of WBC-MRD in some patients.
2. Materials and Methods
The present study was designed to test a new MRD-related hypothesis based on data
obtained during a previous published trial [36,37]. This MRD hypothesis was compared
to an MRD assessment reported in a relevant publication [37]. An additional five patients
were excluded from the original analysis because PM-MRD data were missing.
Immunophenotyping was performed as previously described [38]. Flow cytometry
was performed on FACS CANTO (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) with either 6- or
8-color antibody panels (see Table S2 in Zeijlemaker, et al. [37]). To be able to fully compare
the contributions of the two parameters (PM-MRD and PM%) with the prognostic impact
of MRD, we used the data assessed in the Zeijlemaker study. All other relevant data used
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to calculate MRD (WBC, CD34, or CD117 or the CD133 percentage) were assessed from the
tube used for the MRD calculation in that study.
Analyses of flow cytometric measurements were performed with Infinicyt™ software
(Cytognos, Salamanca, Spain). The LAIPs used in this study and the frequencies of use
are shown in Table S1. Sampling for clinical MRD assessment was done after the second
induction therapy and after hematologic recovery. The percentage of the population with
the primitive marker (necessary for WBC-MRD) therefore approximately reflects bone
marrow (BM) steady state. A retrospective analysis revealed nine patients who had relapsed
at the time of sampling after the second induction. Since these patients were included in all
previously published papers on this dataset, they were not excluded. Furthermore, our
analyses showed that the important PM-MRD and WBC-MRD cut-off values used in the
present study did not change upon exclusion of the nine relapsed samples, i.e., the later
defined cut-off values of 2.34% and 10% for PM-MRD remained exactly the same, as did
the MRD cut-off of 0.1%, while the MRD cut-off of 0.03% changed only slightly (down to
between 0.02% and 0.03%).
The WBC-MRD assessment in the present study was based on the LAIP approach [37].
Gating was performed following strict criteria concerning the forward/side scatter properties of the LAIP, the expression pattern of CD45, primitive marker (PM) expression (i.e.,
CD34, CD117, and/or CD133), and the expression of a myeloid marker (i.e., CD13, CD33,
and/or HLADR) to exclude aspecificity and non-relevant cell types (extensively described
in Cloos, et al. [23] and Zeijlemaker, et al. [39]). To discriminate between LAIP+ and LAIPon cells, their expression levels on lymphocytes were used together with the knowledge
that blasts usually have higher autofluorescence.
Examples of gating of CD34+, CD117+, and CD133+ PM cells, both at diagnosis and
at follow-up, are shown in Figure 1. In a separate analysis, we found that, with a few
exceptions, the maximal background of LAIP expression on progenitors in NBM was <1%,
and for CD133+ CD34− LAIPs, it was <0.2% [40]. For WBC-MRD, the value was <0.02%.
We were thus able to safely use uncorrected LAIP+ values for PM-MRD and WBC-MRD.
CD34 was used in most LAIPs in CD34 positive AML. CD133 was particularly used in
LAIPs in CD34low/neg AML cases. CD133 is a marker of more immature CD34+ cells
and covers about 50% of BM CD34+ cells [41]. We used CD133 because of its very low
background. CD117 may well be able to replace CD133 in most cases. In a larger survey
of 858 patients in several HOVON studies, the CD133+CD34− LAIP was used 45 times
(5%). In 34 of these cases, a CD117 LAIP could have been used instead, leaving only 12
patients (1.4% of the total patient population) in which the CD133+CD34− LAIP was the
only option. This shows that in over 98% of cases, CD34 and/or CD117 LAIPs enable the
analysis of WBC-MRD and PM-MRD. We further made an inventory of possible triple
negative (CD34neg/CD133neg/CD117neg) cases in which the definition of progenitor
aberrancies would be impossible. We studied all 858 patients from the whole HOVON
study. The expression cut-off of 1% positivity for CD34 and CD133 defines patients for
whom defining AML-related aberrancies below this cut-off is impossible [42–44]. CD34
negativity was found in 73/858 cases; CD34/CD133 double negativity in 15 out of these 73
CD34 negative cases. In all of these 15 cases, CD117 expression was high (mostly >10%;
3.5% at least). So, in none of the 858 cases did triple negativity occur.
MFC-MRD is used to define residual disease in the classical way (golden standard),
which includes aberrant populations (progenitors + non-progenitors) as a percentage of all
WBC (see Supplementary Text S1 for precise definition).
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In our institute, under MRD conditions, the incorporation of more mature popula3. Results
tions was not found to have major effects on MRD. Only a few patients were differently

3.1. Calculation of the PM-MRD Cut-Off Value Compared to WBC-MRD

To determine the prognostic value of PM-MRD, MaxStat statistics was used to define
cut-off levels that can distinguish patients with different EFS. There were two optimal cutoff values (2.34% and 10%; Figure 2A) that each allowed the identification of two distinct
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characterized as being MRD positive when more mature cells were included, and therefore
WBC-MRD (AML progenitors/WBC) forms the basis of the current paper. We dissected
WBC-MRD into two components as follows:
1. The “total PM population” (which is the sum of LAIP+ AML progenitors and LAIPnormal progenitors) and is expressed as the percentage of WBC (now referred to as PM%),
2. The contribution of LAIP+ AML progenitors to the total (LAIP+ + LAIP− ) progenitor
compartment. In this paper, this LAIP+ compartment is referred to as PM-MRD (which
ranges from a ratio of 0 (0% of cells are LAIP+ ) to 1.0 (100% of cells are LAIP+ ). Thus,
PM-MRD = LAIP+ -progenitors/ (LAIP+ + LAIP− )-progenitors.
The relationship between PM% and PM-MRD is:
WBC-MRD = PM% × PM-MRD.
An example of a calculation is shown in Supplementary Text S1, and examples of flow
cytometry are shown in Figure 1. It should be mentioned that, in this paper, the prognostic
impact of PM-MRD is primarily compared with the optimal prognostic impact of WBCMRD using the progenitors used in a previous manuscript detailing the HOVON/SAKK
study H102 data [37]. In practice, this means that, in some cases, WBC-MRD is corrected
for the partial coverage of diagnosis progenitors with LAIP [26]. In this paper, we analyze
the contributions of both components (PM-MRD and PM%) to the prognostic impact
of WBC-MRD.
In survival Kaplan–Meier analyses, we used event free survival (EFS), which is defined as the time between sampling after complete remission (CR) and the date of relapse/progressive disease or death. Patients with no recorded event were censored at
the date of last follow-up. Kaplan–Meier analyses were performed using the survival R
package. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22.0 software. Outcomes
between groups were compared using the log-rank test. The MaxStat package of R identified optimal cut-off point(s) for PM-MRD by calculating the LogRank for every possible
PM-MRD value.
The prognostic values of WBC-MRD (cut-off 0.03% and 0.1%) and PM-MRD (cut-off
2.34% and 10.0%) for EFS were investigated in multivariable models including variables
that were significant in univariate analyses.
3. Results
3.1. Calculation of the PM-MRD Cut-Off Value Compared to WBC-MRD
To determine the prognostic value of PM-MRD, MaxStat statistics was used to define
cut-off levels that can distinguish patients with different EFS. There were two optimal cutoff values (2.34% and 10%; Figure 2A) that each allowed the identification of two distinct
patient populations with different 5-year EFS (Figure 2B,C). Together, the two cut-off
values thus allowed discrimination among three patient groups with different EFS: 63.6%,
47.2%, 34.3% (Figure 2D). For WBC-MRD, as used in our previous study [37], MaxStat
cut-off values were less pronounced, but a cut-off level of 0.03% was identified. We further
analyzed the ELN consensus cut-off value of 0.1% (Figure 3A). Again, these two WBC-MRD
cut-off values each identified two distinct patient groups (Figure 3B,C). The EFS differences
between the groups were less pronounced compared with PM-MRD: there were three
patient groups with 5-year EFS values of 55.9%, 43.9%, and 37.5% (Figure 3D). Additional
cut-off values, for both PM-MRD and WBC-MRD, did not identify patient groups with
better or worse survival rates that reached significance (groups were too small). Univariate
and multivariate cox regression analyses (Tables S2 and S3) showed that PM-MRD and
WBC-MRD are both independent prognostic factors. Together with Figures 2 and 3, the
data suggest that there is better discrimination between patient sub-groups for PM-MRD.
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the progenitor approach. However, our cohort included 46 mature AML cell patients
(15.3%), classified as French–American–British (FAB) classifications M5 (n = 38), M6 (n =
6), or M7 (n = 2), which all had primitive compartments that could be evaluated for LAIP
expression. PM-MRD and WBC-MRD (cut-off values at 10% and 0.1%, respectively) al15
lowed us to identify patient groups with distinct different EFS (pLogrank = 0.0017 of
and
0.009, respectively) (Figure S2B,D).

Figure 2. Prognostic impacts of different PM-MRD cut-off values. (A) Using the standard Log-Rank
analysis, the optimal cut-off values of 2.34% and 10.0% were determined (X-axis denotes % PM-MRD).
(B) Using the cut-off value of 2.34% allowed the discrimination of two patients groups with different
EFS: 42.6% for PM-MRDpositive and 63.6% for PM-MRDnegative . (C) For the 10.0% cut-off value, EFS
was 34.3% for PM-MRDpositive and 54.9% for PM-MRDnegative . (D) When the two were combined,
three patient groups with different EFS rates were identified: 63.6%, 47.2%, and 34.3%.

Previously we showed that the 0.1% WBC-MRD cut-off value defines patient groups
with different outcomes in different cytogenetic risk groups [38]. Similarly, the use of
both PM-MRD cut-off values allows three patient groups with different survival rates
to be defined, especially within the intermediate HOVON risk group (where MRD may
be used to guide the use of consolidation treatment [15,45]) and in the poor risk group.
(Figure S1A–C). For comparison, WBC-MRD (0.03% and 0.1% cut-off values) is shown in
Figure S1D–F.
It may be argued that cases of more mature AML may not be suitable for analysis
via the progenitor approach. However, our cohort included 46 mature AML cell patients
(15.3%), classified as French–American–British (FAB) classifications M5 (n = 38), M6 (n = 6),
or M7 (n = 2), which all had primitive compartments that could be evaluated for LAIP
expression. PM-MRD and WBC-MRD (cut-off values at 10% and 0.1%, respectively)
allowed us to identify patient groups with distinct different EFS (pLogrank = 0.001 and
0.009, respectively) (Figure S2B,D).
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4. Discussion
In almost all studies on MRD in AML, MRD is defined as the number of aberrant
cells as the percentage of WBC, thereby providing a measure of the total tumor load for a
particular patient [5–12]. In this study, we focused on MRD identified using progenitors as
done in the clinical HOVON/SAKK 102 study (n = 300) [36]. We showed that it is not the
total tumor load (WBC-MRD) that accounts for the prognostic impact of MRD, but rather,
the AML part of the total progenitor compartment (PM-MRD). PM-MRD was found to
be a strong independent prognostic factor, capable of defining three patient groups with
different survival rates. Hereby, WBC-MRD and PM-MRD are, by definition, interrelated
through the simple formula WBC-MRD = PM-MRD × PM%, in which PM% is the total
progenitor compartment as a percentage of WBC.
Furthermore, we showed that PM% is a major factor in the (current) WBC-MRD, but
it abrogates the prognostic impact of PM-MRD in some patients by causing an artificially
high MRD (due to high PM%) or an artificially low MRD (due to low PM%), which does
not reflect the true prognostic impact for the patients involved. For the latter group, this
can be most accurately demonstrated for WBC-MRD using the MRD ELN consensus cut-off
value of 0.1%. The PM-MRD group (≥10%) with the poorest prognosis not only harbors
high WBC-MRD cases with poor prognosis (≥0.1%), but in addition, contains patients
with (very) low WBC-MRD values who also have a poor prognosis. In the clinical setting
these patients represent WBC-MRD false negative patients. The definition of any MRD
cut-off value used to define MRD positivity and MRD negativity for clinical purposes
will comprise such false negativity and false positivity issues and will therefore affect
clinical decisions.
It needs to be emphasized that WBC-MRD, of course, has prognostic value when
comparing the three PM-MRD sub-groups, since with an increasing PM-MRD, the median
WBC-MRD will also increase (WBC-MRD being the product of PM-MRD and PM%). In
our study, most WBC-MRD values were found to be low in the PM-MRD group (<2.34%),
and most WBC-MRD values were high in the poor prognosis PM-MRD group (≥10%),
while intermediate values are found in the intermediate PM-MRD group. However, as we
outlined previously, the WBC-MRD levels for individual patients might be skewed by the
PM%, especially at high and low PM% values.
The total tumor load in solid tumors, both before and especially after therapy, has a
direct relationship with patient prognosis [46]. For AML, primitive AML cells (progenitors
and/or stem cells), when expressed as the total load (per WBC), have been shown to have
prognostic impact [36,38,39,47,48]. To our knowledge, the present paper shows, for the
first time, that, in AML, it is not the total tumor burden (WBC-MRD) that is most important for clinical outcome but the contribution of AML progenitors to the total progenitor
compartment or, in other words, the balance between tumor and normal progenitor cells.
It is therefore tempting to speculate that, at a certain threshold, the fast growth of acute
leukemic progenitors [32–34], may overrule initial differences in the total tumor load (i.e.,
dividing plus non-dividing AML cells as percentages of WBC).
Apart from this new insight into how to define residual disease, an advantage of the
PM-MRD approach is that it circumvents most subjective elements of MRD identification,
while less experience is required to define CD34+, CD117+, and CD133+ cells and aberrancies thereon than to define the extent to which normal bone marrow differentiation
patterns have become aberrant in AML. A final advantage of the PM-MRD approach is
that it circumvents the use of the total progenitor load (PM%, i.e., CD34 and/or CD117
and/or CD133 as a percentage of WBC) and therefore also the WBC load. The uncertainty
of the WBC count, either resulting from the gating procedure of all viable WBC as such,
or hemodilution, or as a result of selective degradation of WBC sub-populations (e.g.,
granulocytes) upon sample storage or transport [22,26] will affect correct WBC-MRD quantitation and thus make PM-MRD a potentially more reliable measure for residual disease
quantitation. We have already shown this in a small study where the frequency of MRD
in peripheral blood was much lower than in bone marrow, while the AML fraction of the
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primitive compartment was the same in peripheral blood and bone marrow [35]. It would
be interesting to see whether this can be confirmed using several studies in which bone
marrow MRD and peripheral blood MRD have already been compared [49–52].
As outlined in the Materials and Methods section, in most cases, CD133 may be
replaced by CD117, thereby allowing us to monitor PM-MRD with only CD34 and CD117 as
primitive markers, markers that are used in practice for MRD assessment in most institutes.
We have also shown that the identification of progenitors and aberrancies on it is
possible with a different-from-normal approach, especially when no diagnostic material
is available. In addition, the PM-MRD approach, in comparison with the diagnosis LAIP
approach, allows the identification of new upcoming progenitor populations and therefore
disappearing populations as well [29–31]. The additional advantages of PM-MRD discussed above may make its use important, especially in multicenter clinical studies aimed
at the refinement of risk assessment, to guide follow-up therapy or for use as a short-term
endpoint for survival. It therefore has to be figured out if more up-to-date aberrancy
identification/quantification strategies are of additional advantage for PM-MRD [53].
Further studies need to be carried out in order to validate the prognostic value model
of PM-MRD. As far as we know, no studies have reported on PM-MRD, but existing
databases may contain the data needed to retrospectively extract PM-MRD, such as WBCMRD% and PM% (CD34% or CD117%). If the PM% is not known, or if WBC-MRD contains
more mature populations, a reanalysis of existing data is necessary to define PM-MRD.
It was surprising to find that PM-MRD had prognostic impact in mature AML patients,
since additional markers were thought to be necessary to define MRD (reviewed in [12]).
However, more patients are needed to confirm this finding and to assess whether the
three-group PM-MRD division is present in these cases too. Another recommendation for
additional analysis concerns the PM-MRD region of 2.34–10%/MRD ≥ 0.1% (group V in
Figure 4D). We provide evidence that this group of patients might represent a group with
WBC-MRD false positivity due to its very high PM%. Again, this hypothesis needs to be
confirmed in a larger patient group.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, PM-MRD reveals the presence of three patient groups with different
prognosis, but, in addition, also showed to represent the only prognostic part of WBC-MRD.
As a first step, the approach to implement PM-MRD ≥ 10% as representative of the poor
prognosis patient group, irrespective of MRD status (i.e., including both patients with
WBC-MRD ≥ 0.1% and patients with WBC-MRD < 0.1%) would circumvent the occurrence
of MRD false negatives in the present ELN-based MRD approach. Subsequently, the
theory that a PM-MRD cut-off value can be used as a single parameter for residual disease
prognostication, as presented in this paper, needs confirmation using retrospective studies
of existing independent external databases and evaluation in parallel to MRD assessment
in the upcoming clinical trials.
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